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**JACK ASSEMBLY DELUXE**

A Hugger Performance reproduction deluxe bumper jack assembly. Includes 5-piece kit as shown.

- Jack Assembly, Deluxe, All New...'67
  G00008-N ...................... $119.00 Set

- Jack Assembly, Deluxe, All New...'68
  G00009-N ...................... $119.00 Set

- Jack Assembly, Deluxe, All New...'69
  G00010-N ...................... $124.00 Set

- Jack Assembly, Deluxe, All New...'70-73
  G00010-70N ................... $129.95 Set

**JACK ASSEMBLY BASIC**

A Hugger Performance reproduction basic bumper jack assembly. Includes jack mast and base, with correct matching load rest bracket.

- Jack Assembly, Basic, All New...'67
  G00008 ........................ $109.95 Set

- Jack Assembly, Basic, All New...'68
  G00009 ........................ $119.95 Set

- Jack Assembly, Basic, All New...'69
  G00010 ........................ $119.99 Set

**BUMPER JACK HARDWARE**

- Trunk Floor Anchor Bracket...’67-’81
  Replacement floor anchor bracket is welded to trunk floor. It is used to secure J-bolt to trunk floor. Fits coupe or convertible.
  G00034 .......................... $5.95 Each

- Bumper Jack J-Bolt...’67-’81
  Reproduction J-bolt holds jack assembly to trunk floor. J-bolt installs in anchor (G00034), which is welded to floor. Use with wing nut G00004.
  G00003 .......................... $6.94 Each

- Jack Hold Down Wing Nut...’67-’81
  Reproduction wing nut is used with J-bolt (G00003) to secure jack assembly to trunk floor.
  G00004 .......................... $4.60 Each

**SPACE-SAVER INFLATOR HOLD DOWN**

- Space Saver Inflator-Hold Down, Large
  Bracket necessary to secure space saver spare tire inflation bottle to spare tire cavity. Fits large bottle and installs over J-bolt for spare tire.
  G00035 ........................... $15.00 Each

- Space Saver Inflator-Hold Down, Small
  A reproduction bracket made to hold inflator bottle. Fits the small bottle and installs over J-bolt for spare tire. Bottle fits within spare tire.
  G00036 ........................... $15.00 Set

**JACK AND BASE ASSEMBLY**

- Jack Base and Mast Set...’67-'73
  A NEW reproduction of base and mast. Part of Deluxe Jack Kit and Basic Jack Kit. Does not include load rest bracket.
  G00015 .......................... $119.97 Set

- Jack Handle...’67-’81
  Jack handle is also used as a lug wrench. For use on ’67-’81 bumper jack assemblies. Stows in sleeve to jack mast on ’67-’69 cars and in cover on ’70-’81 cars.
  G00002 ........................... $13.99

- Jack Handle Rubber Sleeve
  G00046 .......................... $8.95 Each

- Trunk light wiring clip large
  G00045 ........................... 15.00 Pair

- Trunk light wiring clip small
  G00045-S .......................... 9.95 Each

- Trunk light wiring clip set of three 67-9
  G00045-67 .......................... 7.99 Set

- Trunk light wiring clip set of 3 cpe 67-9
  G00045-67TC ........................... 9.95 Set

- Trunk light wiring clip set cvt 67-9
  G00045-67TV ........................... 29.95 Set
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BUMPER JACK HEAD

- Bumper Jack Head…’67
  Reproduction jack load rest used with original bumper jack assembly.
  G00005 .............................. $14.95 Each

- Bumper Jack Head…’68
  G00006 .............................. $14.95 Each

- Bumper Jack Head…’69
  G00007 .............................. $17.95 Each

- Jack Head for Endura Bumper…’69
  G00007-E ............................. $49.00 Each

- Bumper Jack Head…’70–’73
  G00044 .............................. $25.00 Each

TRUNK DIVIDER

- Trunk Divider, Fold-Down…’67
  Fold-down seat divider panel is a correct reproduction having correct cutouts for latches and vinyl trim on finished edge. Installs into lower track, which is welded to seat back for coupe or convertible.
  F00281 ............................. $14.95 Each

- Trunk Divider, Fold-Down…’68–’69
  Reproduction fold-down seat divider is an accurate replacement for original. Divider is die cut for latch and corner bumper. Also has vinyl trim as original.
  F00068 ............................. $14.95 Each

- Trunk Divider…’67–’69
  Seat divider panel installs behind rear seat back separating trunk from passenger compartment. Installs without any special fasteners. Made of die cut black cardboard.
  F00283 ............................. $16.00 Each

- Trunk Divider, with Jute Backing…’67–’69
  Divider panel installs behind rear seat back separating trunk from passenger compartment. Installs without any special fasteners or tools. Made of black cardboard with the padding already attached.
  F00283-J ........................... $21.95 Each

- Trunk Divider…’70–’73
  Seat divider panel installs behind back seat back separating trunk from passenger compartment. Installs by placing over support hooks for seat back.
  F00280 ............................. $17.50 Each

- Trunk Divider, w/Jute Backing…’70–’81
  Made of black cardboard with the padding already attached.
  F00280-J ........................... $21.95 Each

JACK STORAGE COVER

- Vinyl Aqua Hounds-Tooth…’67–’71
  Jack storage cover made of vinyl. Cover for jack and jack handle, in aqua hounds-tooth pattern.
  G00012-AHT ........................ $12.95 Each

- Vinyl Gray Hounds-Tooth…’67–’69
  Reproduction trunk pack is used to store jack assembly in trunk area. Hounds-tooth pattern matches trunk mat.
  G00012-gray ........................ $12.95 Each

- Vinyl Gray Hounds-Tooth…’72–’81
  Reproduction trunk pack is used to store jack assembly in trunk area. Hounds-tooth pattern matches trunk mat.
  G00012-GHT ........................ $12.95 Each

SPARE TIRE COVER

- Spare Tire Cover, Aqua and Black 14”
  Fits any 14” tire.
  G00011 ............................. $39.95 Each

- Spare Tire Cover, Aqua and Black 15”
  Fits any 15” tire.
  G00011-15 .......................... $39.95 Each

- Spare Tire Cover, Gray 15”
  Fits any 15” tire.
  G00011-15G ........................ $39.95 Each

- Vinyl Aqua Hounds-Tooth…’67–’71
  Jack storage cover made of vinyl. Cover for jack and jack handle, in aqua hounds-tooth pattern.
  G00012-AHT ........................ $12.95 Each

- Vinyl Gray Hounds-Tooth…’67–’69
  Reproduction trunk pack is used to store jack assembly in trunk area. Hounds-tooth pattern matches trunk mat.
  G00012-gray ........................ $12.95 Each

- Vinyl Gray Hounds-Tooth…’72–’81
  Reproduction trunk pack is used to store jack assembly in trunk area. Hounds-tooth pattern matches trunk mat.
  G00012-GHT ........................ $12.95 Each

- Vinyl Aqua Hounds-Tooth…’67–’71
  Jack storage cover made of vinyl. Cover for jack and jack handle, in aqua hounds-tooth pattern.
  G00012-AHT ........................ $12.95 Each

- Vinyl Gray Hounds-Tooth…’67–’69
  Reproduction trunk pack is used to store jack assembly in trunk area. Hounds-tooth pattern matches trunk mat.
  G00012-gray ........................ $12.95 Each

- Vinyl Gray Hounds-Tooth…’72–’81
  Reproduction trunk pack is used to store jack assembly in trunk area. Hounds-tooth pattern matches trunk mat.
  G00012-GHT ........................ $12.95 Each

- Vinyl Aqua Hounds-Tooth…’67–’71
  Jack storage cover made of vinyl. Cover for jack and jack handle, in aqua hounds-tooth pattern.
  G00012-AHT ........................ $12.95 Each

- Vinyl Gray Hounds-Tooth…’67–’69
  Reproduction trunk pack is used to store jack assembly in trunk area. Hounds-tooth pattern matches trunk mat.
  G00012-gray ........................ $12.95 Each

- Vinyl Gray Hounds-Tooth…’72–’81
  Reproduction trunk pack is used to store jack assembly in trunk area. Hounds-tooth pattern matches trunk mat.
  G00012-GHT ........................ $12.95 Each

- Vinyl Aqua Hounds-Tooth…’67–’71
  Jack storage cover made of vinyl. Cover for jack and jack handle, in aqua hounds-tooth pattern.
  G00012-AHT ........................ $12.95 Each

- Vinyl Gray Hounds-Tooth…’67–’69
  Reproduction trunk pack is used to store jack assembly in trunk area. Hounds-tooth pattern matches trunk mat.
  G00012-gray ........................ $12.95 Each

- Vinyl Gray Hounds-Tooth…’72–’81
  Reproduction trunk pack is used to store jack assembly in trunk area. Hounds-tooth pattern matches trunk mat.
  G00012-GHT ........................ $12.95 Each

- Vinyl Aqua Hounds-Tooth…’67–’71
  Jack storage cover made of vinyl. Cover for jack and jack handle, in aqua hounds-tooth pattern.
  G00012-AHT ........................ $12.95 Each

- Vinyl Gray Hounds-Tooth…’67–’69
  Reproduction trunk pack is used to store jack assembly in trunk area. Hounds-tooth pattern matches trunk mat.
  G00012-gray ........................ $12.95 Each

- Vinyl Gray Hounds-Tooth…’72–’81
  Reproduction trunk pack is used to store jack assembly in trunk area. Hounds-tooth pattern matches trunk mat.
  G00012-GHT ........................ $12.95 Each
## TRUNK MAT

- **Molded Rubber OE Style...’67-’68**
  Original molded trunk mat is made of heavy rubber material. This is an original style mat and is no longer being made. Mat is molded to fit trunk floor and die cut to go around filler neck. Limited availability.
  
  G00032 ................................ $599.00 Each

- **Molded Vinyl Aqua Hounds-Tooth...67-8**
  Molded aqua and black hounds-tooth mat lays into corner areas and around gas tank filler neck. It's necessary to cut for convertible weights on cars so equipped.
  
  G00039-M ................................ $79.95 Each

- **Molded Vinyl Aqua Hounds-Tooth...’69**
  Molded aqua and black hounds-tooth mat lays into corner areas and around gas tank filler neck. It's necessary to cut for convertible weights on cars so equipped.
  
  G00039-M9 ................................ $79.95 Each

- **Molded Vinyl Aqua Hounds-Tooth...70-3**
  Reproduction trunk mat installs into ’70-’73 cars. Made of molded aqua and black vinyl lays nicely in trunk.
  
  G00040-M ................................ $69.95 Each

- **Vinyl Aqua Hounds-Tooth...’69**
  Replacement trunk mat made of aqua and black hounds-tooth vinyl is not molded. Slits in vinyl allow mat to lay flat in corner areas. Made of aqua and black hounds-tooth pattern vinyl.
  
  G00039 ......................... $29.95 Each

- **Vinyl Aqua Hounds-Tooth...’70-73**
  Replacement trunk mat made of aqua and black hounds-tooth vinyl is not molded. Slits in vinyl allow mat to lay flat in trunk area.
  
  G00040 ......................... $31.95 Each

- **Vinyl Gray Hounds-Tooth...’70-73**
  Replacement trunk mat made of gray and black hounds-tooth vinyl is not molded. Slits in vinyl allow mat to lay flat in trunk area.
  
  G00043 ......................... $29.95 Each

- **Vinyl Gray Herringbone...’70-73**
  Replacement trunk mat made of gray herringbone material. Slits are made for easy installation. Fits all ’74-’77 cars.
  
  G00041 ......................... $29.95 Each

## SPACE SAVER TIRE

- **Space Saver Tire, USED**
  Original space saver spare tire is sometimes available. Please call for availability. Used only.
  
  G00038 ........................... Call for Availability!

## TRUNK LAMP

- **Trunk Lamp Assembly, Coupe...’67-69**
  Coupe lamp assembly includes light socket with mercury switch attached and wiring with plug. Coupe light assembly installs into trunk lid left of center with one screw. Wire plugs into harness at license light socket.
  
  E00103 ......................... $24.95 Each

- **Trunk Lamp Assembly, Convertible...’67-69**
  Convertible trunk light comes complete with socket with mercury switch and wiring. Installs into trunk lid left of center with one screw. Wire plugs into harness at license light socket.
  
  E00103A ....................... $24.95 Each

## TRUNK WIRING CLIP

- **Trunk Light Wiring Clip, Pair**
  Trunk Light Wiring Clip, Pair  
  G00045 ................................ $15.00 Pair

- **Tailight Wiring Ring Clip small**
  Trunk Light Wiring Clip 3  
  G00045-67TC 67-9 cpe .......... $9.95 Set

- **Trunk Light Wiring Clip 1 67-9**
  T00705  single .................. $2.69 Each

- **Trunk Light Wiring Harness Clip 67-9**
  T00706  single .................. $2.69 Each

- **Trunk Light Wiring Clip 3**
  G00045-67 set of 3 ............ $7.99 Set

- **Trunk Light Wiring Clip 3**
  G00045-67TC 67-9 cpe .......... $9.95 Set

- **Trunk Light Wiring Clip 3**
  G00045-67TV 67-9 cvt .......... $21.95 Set

## T-TOP BAG

- **T-Top Bag, Camaro, Black...’76-’81**
  Black bag only.
  
  Fl20001 .......................... $69.95 Each
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